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ABSTRACT 

A keylogger, also known as a keystroke logger, is a software program or hardware device that 

records actions (keys pressed) on the keyboard. Keylogger is a type of spyware that keeps the 

user unaware that their actions are being tracked. Keyloggers can be used for a variety of 

purposes, including gaining illegal access to your private information by hackers and 

monitoring employee activities by employers. Some keyloggers, known as screen recorders, can 

also capture your screen at random intervals. Keylogger software records your keystrokes in 

small files that can be accessed later or emailed to someone watching your activity. Keyloggers 

are used in everything from Microsoft products or in any company's computers and servers. 

Sometimes someone can install/connect a keylogger to your phone or laptop to verify a fraud 

report. Worse, criminals have been known to infiltrate legitimate websites, apps, and even USB 

drives with keylogger malware. You should be aware of how keyloggers affect you, whether 

for malicious or legitimate purposes. Before delving into how keyloggers work, we'll first 

define keystroke logging. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Keylogger is a tool/software that records everything on your computer or smartphone screen 

when you press a key on your keyboard or swipe the touchscreen. Keyloggers operate by 

listening in on your typing and recording it all into files that can later be accessed remotely via 

the Internet. Business owners use them to monitor productivity, so they know if their 

employees are doing their jobs correctly or not. 

There are many different types of keyloggers available, each with a different price tag. Some 

keyloggers are small enough to hide on your machine yourself, or are placed on your desk to 

hide all your typing and swiping movements. 
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Some keyloggers are installed on USB flash drives and other storage devices. Types of 

Keylogger 

1) Hardware Keylogger: Hardware keyloggers are electronic devices designed to intercept 

data between a keyboard and an I/O port. These compact devices have an internal memory 

that stores keystrokes for later retrieval by the installer. Because they operate on the 

hardware platform, hardware keyloggers are undetectable by anti-viral software or 

scanners. Hardware keyloggers are far more powerful than software keyloggers, but they 

are less portable. 

2) Software Keylogger: Keyloggers are activity-monitoring software programmes that allow 

hackers to access your data. When a user downloads an infected application, keylogger 

software is installed on the computer. It monitors the paths of the operating system that the 

keys you press on the keyboard must take once installed. This is how keylogger software 

tracks and records keystrokes. The information is then transmitted to the hacker via a 

remote server. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Stealing user confidential data serves a variety of illegal purposes, including identity theft, 

banking and credit card fraud, and software and service theft, to name a few. 

This is   accomplished through keylogging, which can be considered eavesdropping, 

harvesting, and leakage of user-issued keystrokes. Keylogger is easy to install and use. When 

used for fraud purposes as part of more elaborate criminal heists, the financial loss can be 

significant. Signature-based solutions have limited applicability because they are easily 

evaded and also necessitate isolation. There is a lack of cyber security awareness among people 

regarding these attacks. Also, many keyloggers software are paid. 

ACTUAL METHODOLOGY 

A keylogger is a type of malware or piece of hardware that monitors and records your The 

keylogger is designed to monitor people. It may also serve as parental supervision to monitor and 

prevent cyber incidents in kids. The purpose of this proposed research is to show how 

keyloggers log the victim's data and send it back to the attacker. we intend to keystrokes as you 

type. It uses a command-and control (C&C) server to send the information to a hacker. 
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A. Requirements: 

1) Two machines: 

a) Victim machine 

b) Attacker machine 

2) Tools required: Discord. 

3) Software: VMware Workstation  

4) IDE: Sublime Text Editor 

Research the effect of keyloggers on our system. In the proposed system, we use an executable file 

to capture the target's keystrokes and used Discord as a command-and-control server to send the 

data to the attacker. 

 

 

Figure 1: a flow diagram depicting the process of windows keylogger 
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Figure 2: diagram of the log storage of keystrokes. 

Figure 3: Reverse Shell 
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RESULTS 

A. Attacker 

 Discord Server 

 

 

Figure 4: created a discord webhook to receive the keystroke data 

 

In this, the attacker has created a discord server and webhook by which all the data can be 

received by an attacker on his c2 server. 
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B. Received Keystrokes of victim 

 Keystrokes of victim 

 

Figure 5: receiving the keystroke data into his control server. 

In this, the attacker has received the keystrokes of the victim into his command-and-

control server. 

CONCLUSION 

With the evolution of technology and the pervasiveness of computers in any private or industrial 

environment, keylogger devices, both hardware and software, pose a serious threat of cyber 

interception. Furthermore, because of the ease with which they can be found and purchased via 

the Internet at reasonable prices. The keylogger is a malicious programme that is difficult to detect 

and capable of reading and discovering anything on the keyboard. As a result, this survey paper 

is a comprehensive guide to everything you need to know about keylogger software. It's not 

always easy to tell if your device has a keylogger. In terms of hardware keyloggers, the only 

way to detect them is to inspect the keyboard, as well as the cables that connect to it. 
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